It’s Easy! – Our vacation planners

can help make every part of your vacation
exactly the way you expect it to be.
Let us find you the perfect vacation
home to fit your group’s size, lifestyle
and budget from Lakefront homes to
mountain chalets sleeping 2 to 24!
From family vacations and reunions to
romantic getaways and special retreats,
we have a vacation home to suit
every one of your needs.
Plus through our
exclusive Concierge
Service arrange a
birthday party, schedule
a spa treatment, stock your
pantry and make
dinner reservations.

It’s That Simple.

A collection of favorite recipes
from local residents, chefs, and
second home owners with
beautiful scenic photography
by Lance C. Bell.

This 100-page full color cookbook sells
for $19.95 and features a heavy laminated
cover and beautifully designed satin finish
interior pages. A high-quality spiral binder
allows the book to fully open, making it
easy to use.

Available at:
Bear Creek Traders, Foodland, and
McHenry Beverage Shoppe in McHenry
and The Book Mark’et in Oakland.
Or visit www.MountainDiscoveries.com
or call 301.759.2707.

Visit our new Virtual Tour Site
for a glimpse at sites in and
around Deep Creek Lake.
Regardless of where you are, whether it’s your
home, the office or on the road, you can now “visit”
Garrett County and Deep Creek Lake via our
new Web site – www. deepcreekdiscoveries.com.
This user-friendly site offers interactive virtual
tours of “destinations” that include a variety of
attractions and businesses located throughout
the area. Each tour features stunning panoramic,
360° scenes that you can “enter” to explore different vantage points and hone in on whatever
strikes your fancy, whether it be a fabulous pair
of sunglasses or a sunset view of the lake. It’s the
next best thing to being there.
To begin your touring adventure, enter www.
deep creek discoveries.com in your Web browser
to get to the site’s Home page. If you don’t have
QuickTime Player installed on your computer,
look below the Deep Creek Discoveries banner
at the top to locate and click on the Support link
next to the little wrench icon. You’ll land on a
Web page that tells you “How to Use This Site.”
The second paragraph includes a link that allows
you to download and install the QuickTime
Plug-in, plus instructions and contact information if you need more help.
The benchmark, below, offers a “through the
looking glass” view of each location, complete
with GPS coordinates.
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Can You Identify These Animal Tracks?
Each set of tracks shows front & back feet and all animals are common to the Western Maryland area. Answers on page 46.
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With Roots in the Old Country

SIMON PEARCE

Now In Garrett County
Maryland

Photos by Lance

C. Bell
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In 1971, Simon Pearce opened his first glass-blowing
workshop in Kilkenny, Ireland, after having spent
years studying the time-honored craft at European
glass houses and throughout the world.
FROM THIS START, Simon developed his
mission of creating products that are beautifully designed, produced with premium quality
materials and time honored techniques,
and suited to a lifetime of everyday use.
In 1991, Simon and his wife, Pia Pearce,
moved to the US to seek relief from European
business constraints and high-energy costs.
They settled in an historic woolen mill on
the banks of the Ottauquechee River in
Quechee, Vermont. The river generates hydroelectric power to run the glass furnaces and
provides electricity for the entire facility. It
proved to be just the place the couple needed
to build their glass and tableware company.
As the business thrived, Simon Pearce opened
a second manufacturing facility in Windsor,
Vermont, which also serves as corporate
headquarters.
From the beginning, Simon has been
committed to using the same classical skills,
techniques, and craftsmanship he learned
in old European studios. Though there are
numerous craftspeople blowing glass at the
company today, Simon can still be found in
the studio blowing glass, evolving his craft,
and mentoring apprentices. It takes an
individual two to five years to learn the art of
glass blowing while working as an apprentice.
Each Simon Pearce piece is hand blown and finished by a
team of two to three glass blowers. Simon Pearce works in clear
glass only, a lead-free mixture of silica, lime, potash and barium,
which in its raw state is in pelletized form. Once a glass furnace
heats the pellets to 2400 degrees Fahrenheit, a glass blower places
a heated blowing pipe into the furnace, rotating it to pick up
some of the molten glass. This step is called “the gather.”

Perry Schwab is shown here opening a
candle stick holder.

the pontil iron is severed, leaving
a small mark on the product,
called a “pontil mark.” This mark
will be found on all Simon Pearce
glassware, and testifies that each
piece is handcrafted and one-ofa-kind.
Lastly, the piece spends six to
eight hours in a 950 degree fahrenheit “lehr” oven which allows a
gradual cooling—a process called
annealing, which helps contribute
to the unusual durability of Simon
Pearce glass. Craftsmen hand
inspect each piece as it comes out
of the lehr oven.

The showroom displays much of the beautiful glass works of Simon Pearce.
Glass works and pottery can be ordered or purchased at the showroom, as well
as packaged and shipped for customers.

Following the gather, the pliable glass is shaped on a
workbench with wooden tools, called blocks. The glass
blower creates a rough symmetry in the molten glass, then
blows into the pipe to force an air bubble into it. Depending on the piece, a wooden form or mold might be used
to create the basic shape. Next, the stem, handle or foot of
the piece will be created and attached.
Once the piece is formed, a small glass pipe called the
“pontil iron” is attached to the bottom of the piece. This
pipe aids in separating the blow pipe from the piece. The
almost finished object is then reheated in an oven called a
“glory hole” as part of the final hand finishing process, and

In 1999 Simon Pearce opened
its third manufacturing facility
at the former Bausch & Lomb
location in Mountain Lake Park,
MD. The 194,000 square foot
facility enables the company to
meet current demand and offers
capacity for future growth. As with
the Windsor, Vermont location,
the Mountain Lake Park facility
is home to a retail store and a
working glass blowing studio,
where visitors can view the glass
blowers from a catwalk above the
shop floor.

Today, the Maryland facility employs 40 people,
including 13 glass workers on the production floor with
two cold end / grinding employees, and two people in
quality control inspecting the finished product. Forty-six
percent of the company’s total glass production is located
at the Maryland facility.
Simon Pearce is open to the public daily from 9 am
to 5 pm and is located at 265 Glass Drive in Mountain
Lake Park, MD. Glass blowing is available for viewing
Monday to Friday from 9 am to 3 pm and on Saturday
and Sunday from 9 am to 5 pm. For more information call
(800) 774-5277 or visit SimonPearce.com.
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On these two pages, local artisans are shown in
various stages of their craft at the Simon Pearce
facility at Mountain Lake Park in Garrett County,
Maryland.
Glass blowing is available for viewing Monday
to Friday from 9 am to 3 pm and on Saturday and
Sunday from 9 am to 5 pm. For more information
call (800) 774-5277 or visit SimonPearce.com.
Photos: 1. Ben Lantz makes ball for a lamp.
2. Colin Miller scoring neck to break off for a pitcher.
3. Colin Miller attaching handle to the pitcher.
4. Anthony Wrotten attaching “pontil” to the bottom
		 of a dish. Once removed, the pontil leaves a small
		 mark or brand on the glass.
5. Celso Lopez trimming a Woodbury Vase.
6. Perry Schwab shaping molten glass.
7. Paul Burger, blowing glass into a mold.
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Featuring

Always 20% Off
M.S.R.P

Largest Selection of Beer, Wine, Liquor,
and Cigars

Special Case Discounts on
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Wine and Cheese Gift Baskets
Hours: Monday – Thursday 9 am - 9 pm
Friday & Saturday 9 am - 10 pm
Sunday – Closed

Conveniently located in McHenry Plaza

301-387-5518 • 800-495-5518
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A Quack… A Creak… And A Boom!

A Look at an Unlikely Trio of

Original American Art Forms
What’s wrong with this picture?
Old farmer Flanagan sits on his front porch, slowly rocking away in his
sturdy rocker, his Kentucky long rifle perched across his lap, waiting patiently
for the o’er-flying ducks to land on his pond, just a stone’s throw away — lured
there by the v-shaped array of hand-made duck decoys.
The answer? Plenty. But more on that later. The interesting thing, however, is
that our fictitious farmer has managed to align himself with three of the most
originally American forms of artistic craftsmanship: the duck decoy,
the rocking chair and the long rifle. An unlikely trio, to
be sure, but each one uniquely American in either its
inception or innovation.
Written by Titos Menchaca
Photography by Lance C.

Bell

A pair of R. Madison
Mitchell Duck Decoys
provided by Hugh Umbel, Bear
Creek Traders at McHenry, Maryland.
Also, Larry Gardner’s beautiful ”Butterfly“
long rifle and one of Harold Dodson’s handcrafted Sam Maloof style rocking chairs.
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Duck Soup
While some might credit Americans
with such inventions as baseball, the blues
or The Home Shopping Network, let’s
look a bit farther into antiquity. We pick
up our story about a century ago when
guano miners stumbled onto a cache of
ancient First Nation artifacts in a cave in
northern Nevada. Archeologists from Cal
Berkeley and the Museum of American
Indian’s Heye Foundation subsequently
extracted an astonishing 10,000+ artifacts
over a four-month period. These artifacts
had been almost pristinely preserved by
two things — one was that many were
stored in dugout pits in the cave floor,
keeping them cool and safe; the other
being an earthquake that had blocked the
entrance to the cave some 150 years ago,
restricting access to bats and small wildlife. Since most of
the artifacts indicated a lucastrine, or lake side, subsistence,
the scientists knew immediately that these inhabitants of
Lovelock Cave, as it’s now called, hunted fish and fowl
from now fossilized Lake Lahontan, which dried up about
1,400 years ago.
But what was truly extraordinary about this archeological find was what was discovered in a sub-chamber of
one of the dugout storage pits. Hidden away even from his
contemporaries, beneath a false bottom, an ancient hunter
had stashed 11 duck decoys, made from marsh bulrush,
or tule. There were both finished and unfinished decoys,
some with actual duck feathers to add to the realism, and
each was wrapped individually and with great care by the
owner. These decoys, believed to have been crafted around
200 B.C., are to this day the oldest known examples of
artificial waterfowl decoys.
These early hunter-gatherers, probably early Shoshonean/
Northern Paiutes, employed the abundance of nearby raw
materials and an ingenious technique to craft their decoys.
Tule rushes were bent, split and tied to fashion heads,
bobtails and breasts. Several of the decoys found had ochre
coloring on the heads and blackened breasts, along with
actual white canvasback feathers attached, making them
astonishingly realistic.
These western tribes weren’t the only ones to make
decoys. Today, the Cree of the Northern Great Lakes region
still make standing goose decoys from tamarack sticks and

Decoys believed to have been crafted around 200 B.C.
A cache of 11 duck decoys at removal from Lovelock Cave,
by Llewellyn L. Loud. Photo by M.R. Harrington, 1924,
photo coutesy of the Museum of the American Indian,
Smithsonian Institution.

Cree Indian children play with tiny duck decoys made from
single cattail leaves. Additionally, the Nipmuc (“Freshwater
People”) Tribe of New England currently conduct cultural
workshops on how to make cattail duck decoys.
Among all indigenous cultures, hunting was part of
a natural order that formed a segment of the eco-cycle
between the two-legged, four-legged and winged creatures
of a given region. Native American peoples hunted and
gathered from the land only what was needed for their
livelihood. This balance was understood, respected and
practiced for centuries. However, once the floodgates of
immigration opened and the populations of the eastern
seaboard began to explode, commercial gaming of waterfowl increased at an alarming rate to try to keep up, causing
problems by upsetting the careful balance that had existed
for so long. (see side bar, next page)
With relatively fewer birds in the mix, hunters soon
realized their decoy skills had to improve. Carvers began
making more life-like decoys, using lighter woods like
cedar. Over the past couple of centuries, several regional
carving styles emerged, each with its own processes and
materials. Barnegat Bay decoys, for example, are usually
hollow with poured lead weight and made from Atlantic

18
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A’Hunting They Would Go!
It’s estimated that hunter-gatherer tribes began
occupying what is today the upper Nevada region
over 3,500 years ago. Since no records are extant
from these ancient civilizations, scientists can only
speculate how these prehistoric people actually
carried out their hunts. However, necessity — not
to mention the possibility of going hungry — is a
great catalyst for invention, innovation and determination. The probable scenario had the tribe’s
most patient and hardy hunters lying in wait in the
predawn hours, teeth chattering from the chill of
the northern Nevada fall, hoping to take advantage
of the dim light to lure their airborne prey into
nets hanging on poles above the decoys. Once the
winged vanguard hit the netting they were almost
immediately piled upon by the stragglers, causing
pandemonium as their thrashing caused the whole
dopping to become hopelessly entangled. The
hunters waded into the bedlam and, with a quick
and skillful twist, snapped their catches’ necks and
tossed them to companions who waited with a large
gathering-basket.
Later, European immigrants used decoys as part
of an overall strategy that also employed low-lying
boats (sometimes called “sneak boxes”) used to
creep up on unsuspecting flocks. Smooth-bored
“widowmaker” guns — so-called because of their
dangerous recoil — were used to shoot up to eighty
ducks at a time. The birds were then shipped off
to supply the insatiable demand of restaurants
and finer homes in the Mid-Atlantic region. Such
rampant depletion of the waterfowl, however, led
to The Migratory Bird Treaty of 1918, banning the
sale of game birds.

white cedar. A handful of carvers gained some degree of fame
as well. R. Madison Mitchell, of Havre de Grace, MD, was
known as the Dean of the Upper Chesapeake Bay decoy makers,
perhaps because it is said he produced over 100,000 carvings
in his lifetime, some of which now bring over five figures at
auction.
No discussion on contemporary decoy carving would be
complete, however, without a nod to the Ward Brothers of
Crisfield, MD. Lem and Steve Ward set the standard for decoy
carving with their realistic style of flat-bottomed, over-sized-head
carvings that floated like real ducks as opposed to the upper
bay decoys that rolled and tossed with the waves. Though they
were hunters as well, the Ward brothers would allow ducks and
geese to land and swim among their decoys, affording them an
excellent view of the forms and colors of the birds, which was
reflected in their art. Much of their work, as well as
Mitchell’s and many other carvers, can be
viewed in the Ward Museum in
Salisbury, Maryland.

n

Meanwhile, back at the farm, our favorite sodbuster is
not having much luck luring waterfowl to his pond. Might
be because he has the decoys set in that pesky “v” shape,
which, as any self-respecting mallard will tell you, is how
geese fly, while ducks fly in either lines or cloud formations.
Not that he’d have much left even if he was lucky enough to
bag a juicy hen with that long rifle — and that would be
his second mistake.

The Long And The Shot Of It
It’s a fairly simple mechanism, really. The pulling of the
trigger trips the spring that releases the hammer that holds the
flint that strikes the frizzen, causing a spark that ignites the
powder in the pan that travels down the touch hole (or fuse
hole) and ignites the main powder in the barrel, causing it to
ignite and the resulting combustion to send the ball spinning
down and out of the 40+-inch barrel, finding its mark up to
three football field lengths away. (And if you can say that last
sentence all in one breath, pat yourself on the back.)
That, my friend, is how the flintlock mechanism of the
Kentucky Long Rifle works. And the Kentucky, or Pennsylvania, Long Rifle is also a big reason why today we’re not all
still subjects of the Queen and having tea and crumpets every
afternoon.

mountain discoveries
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A reenactment at Fort Frederick — the rifles above are not “long rifles” but are smooth bore muskets typical of the
period and the military. Most of the colonist defenders used long rifles with great success (right inset photo). Revolutionary
reenactments at Fort Frederick give a sense of realism and a feel for how it was during the Revolutionary Period.
Call Fort Frederick State Park at 301-842-2155 for a schedule of the reenactments and other park programs.

Allow me to explain.
Although the Chinese are generally credited with
inventing gunpowder, they used it mainly in their fireworks
and, later, in primitive cannon-type devices. Subsequent
innovations saw a more personal utility with the advent of a
rudimentary form of hand guns, which were known in Italy
by 1397, and in England where they appear to have been
used as early as 1375. Arms-making made steady progress
for the next couple of centuries, until the mid-1600’s, when
the invention of the flintlock replaced older, less efficient
mechanisms like the matchlock and the wheel lock. It
stands today as the lock type with the longest tenure in
history — some 200 years.
Initially, early Europeans’ weapon of choice on the
frontier was the smooth bore musket or trade gun, which
was mass produced in European factories and shipped to
the Colonies. These weapons had an effective range of about
fifty to eighty yards, were very heavy and their accuracy
was suspect. For a variety of reasons, these were issues that
had to be addressed for survival in the new frontier. First,
the immenseness of the frontier, stretching from New York
into Pennsylvania, through Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas and into Georgia, was traversed mainly on foot. This

meant that the intrepid explorer had to carry his supplies
on his back, including his heavy rifle. Since these trips
lasted for months at a time, food had to be derived from
the land. How disheartening would it be to creep down
within range of a fine buck, line up your shot, then have
him bound off out of range — spooked because you had
to get so close he heard your growling stomach?

German Engineering To The Rescue
Although some experts still argue the fine points of
origin and lineage, it is generally accepted that the long
rifle was the product of German gunsmiths who immigrated
to new settlements in Pennsylvania and Virginia as early as
the 1740s. These gunsmiths were on the cutting edge of
18-century technology, employing not only the flintlock
mechanisms of the day but “rifling” — the cutting of spiraling grooves inside the barrel to stabilize the projectile’s
flight — as well. This produced, along with the first system
of aiming, amazing accuracy. Add to that the lengthening
of the barrels to between 40 and 48 inches (allowing for
more complete combustion, thus more power) and the
downsizing of the ball to about .50 caliber (lessening the
amount of lead and powder needed), it’s easy to see why

Larry Gardner with one of his exquisite hand-crafted Pennsylvania Long Rifles. This one is affectionately called “The
Butterfly Rifle.” Larry built this beautiful piece of art for his wife, Joan. It has 70 butterflies of inlaid sterling silver and
brass and it took sixteen weeks to build. Look close and you will see metal inlaid into metal as well as the beautiful sugar
maple “Tiger Striped” stock. It has a 38”, .36 caliber swamped barrel, and although it’s never been fired it will hit the mark
with the best of them. Larry also does the engraving the old fashioned way; no electric engravers or air driven gravers.
Larry Gardner can be reached through his website at www.artandarms.net.

these innovations opened up the playing field to dimensions
unheard of before. The long rifle was a unique invention
that solved unique problems. Specifically, it was lighter,
more accurate and more reliable than previous weapons.
Not to mention it required less maintenance and had a
much longer range.
So, what does all this have to do with tea and crumpets?
Well, during the Revolutionary War, General Washington
assembled about 1,400 frontiersmen or backwoodsmen
carrying Kentucky Rifles. These American riflemen could
boast to being able to drop a man at three hundred yards
with relatively little difficulty. This was an acute measure
of skill in the Revolutionary era. While in training camps,
their feats of marksmanship astonished onlookers, some of
whom were British spies. As word of these buckskin-wearing
riflemen quickly spread to the British Army, Washington
soon observed that the British gave his backwoodsmen
wide latitude — especially since one of his more daring
strategies was to station these sharpshooters on the flanks

during battles to pick off British officers. As a hoax, he
dressed up some of his musket-bearing soldiers in buckskins, knowing that the British assumed that anyone wearing
frontier garb was carrying a Kentucky.
Although breech-loading and percussion caps eventually
ousted long rifles from the cutting edge of weaponry, there
is still a thriving market and interest in these amazing guns.
The Contemporary Longrifle Association is a non-profit
organization “dedicated to the art of contemporary long
rifles, accoutrements and related items.” They hold an
annual show and meeting and act as sponsor or clearinghouse for events related to long rifles and muzzle-loaders
spanning the country from Wyoming to Ohio, Kentucky,
West Virginia and Pennsylvania, among other states.
Just like duck decoys, rifle making has its own styles, or
schools, that stemmed from particular areas and masters that
influenced later builders’ and artisans’ designs and shapes.
Additionally, today’s long rifle makers must have a working
knowledge of several disciplines in order to practice their craft.

“You have to be part gunsmith, part metal smith and
part master woodworker,” says Larry Gardner of Silver
Springs, MD. “And it helps to have an artistic eye, too.”
Gardner should know. Already an established commercial graphic artist, he began his nearly two-year rifle
making apprenticeship in 1965 before striking out on his
own. It was a natural progression for a South Dakota
country kid who started hunting at age six, accompanied
only by his .22 rifle and his horse.
“Times were a bit different then,” he quips.
Gardner’s artistic eye and meticulous attention to
detail have since established him as one of the premier
makers of Pennsylvania Long Rifles in the world. Although
he will do custom work, Gardner prefers to carve his
original designs in the curly maple stocks he uses. His
metal smithing might employ brass, sterling silver, nickel
and steel. So unique is his artistic inflection on each of
his guns that fellow riflemakers have dubbed his original
works “The Larry Rifle.”
“I guess it’s just the way I carve the wood and set the
metal,” he says. Adding, “Each one takes about six to seven
weeks to complete. The most time I’ve ever spent on a single
rifle was about four months, which translates to about six
hundred to seven hundred hours.”
Gardner sees his style as fitting into the traditional
Pennsylvania school, preferring the basic architecture of
the long graceful lines made popular by riflemaker John
Armstrong, who plied his trade during the first half of the
nineteenth century out of Emmitsburg, MD. The different
schools can be distinguished by the discerning observer
using a variety of different measures, including the carving,
the inlets, how the patchboxes are set and the angle of
the stock’s “drop,” to name a few. Today, thanks to books,
videos, the internet and other media, almost anyone with
moderate handskills can begin to learn to build these
amazing, functional pieces of history. However, there are
only a relative few highly skilled craftsmen in the country
who pride themselves on reproducing these legendary
weapons at a level that is part art, part armory… and all
American.

HAND CARVING AT BUTT

FOREARM

COCK AND FRIZZEN

Editors Note: I would like to thank Terry Mulligan for referring me to Larry Gardner. Terry is a bit of a legend himself in
black powder circles. He is an excellent marksman with a host
of 1st place trophies and National Championships to his credit.
Terry has a well stocked gun shop, Mulligan’s Gun Shop (304738-3219) in Ridgeley, WV just across the Potomac River
from Cumberland, Maryland.
— Lance C. Bell
FRONT SIGHT
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You Say Kentucky, I Say
Pennsylvania…
So, is it the Pennsylvania or the
Kentucky Long Rifle? Technically,
most of the guns forged in antiquity
were made somewhere in Pennsylvania.
This happened to be where many of
the German and Swedish gunsmiths
settled in The New World and it was
uniquely situated as a starting point
for longhunters, trappers and explorers
heading into the wilderness. That
wilderness included Kentucky. The
term “Kentucky Long Rifles” was
first popularized in an 1812 song
“The Hunters of Kentucky,” an ode
to the riflemen who helped Andrew
Jackson during the Battle of New
Orleans. However, it would be highly
unusual for any of the rifles to actually
be made in Kentucky, since the gunsmithing equipment of the day was
much too heavy and bulky to be
transported across such unforgiving
terrain. The most famous frontiersman
associated with the Kentucky Long
Rifle is, of course, Daniel Boone.
Legend has it that he carried one
through the Cumberland Gap and that,
during the siege of Boonesborough in
1778, a British officer who had been
hiding behind a tree poked his head
out, only to be killed instantly by a
ball to the forehead fired by Boone.
The shot was later confirmed by
witnesses on both sides at a
distance of 250 yards.
Ironically, Daniel Boone
was born and spent his
youth in Berks County,
Pennsylvania.

TOE PLATE

REAR SIGHT

UNDER FOREARM

PATCH POCKET
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Rockin’ USA
Wait a minute! Back up here. Did he say “six hundred
to seven hundred hours”?
Spending that much time on anything would surely be
exhausting. So much so that anyone, be he riflemaker or
farmer, would certainly need to relax afterwards. And what
better way to take a load off than by sinking into a comfy
old rocker?
The concept of the rocker goes back to the Middle Ages.
First, by the Dutch who hollowed out large
trees to make cradles whose rocking
motion would soothe crying infants —
a concept employed much later by the
Shakers on larger beds for the infirm,
allowing for easier manipulation of
their bodies to battle bedsores. The
Renaissance introduced more ornate
use of curved skis (also referred to as
skates and rockers) on the bottoms of
cradles and even toys, as in the rocking
horse. Interestingly, the term “rocking
chair” first appeared in the Oxford
English dictionary in 1787.
Early American rockers were mainly used by women,
who were expected to sit quietly in parlors, hands folded
in front of them, while the men smoked cigars and spoke

of politics and
the world. The
rocking motion
presumably allowed
for the outlet of
pent up energy. By
the mid-1800s, the
strict Victorian
mores had
relaxed enough to
allow men to enjoy
the calming rocking
motion as well.
Famously, Napoleon
kept one in his villa in
Italy, Samuel L. Clemens
(Mark Twain) was said to be
very fond of his, and President
Lincoln was sitting in a Rococo
Revival rocker on that fateful night
in Ford’s Theater – weary after a long
series of Cabinet meetings. Other, ahem,
‘First Rockers’ were well-used set pieces of both
Presidents Kennedy’s and Carter’s oval offices.

School(s) Of Rock(ers)

Harold Dodson waxes one of his “child size” double rockers.
Made of solid black walnut, the chairs take as long to make
as the full size ones. Harold works full time making these
beautiful chairs and other custom items. Harold can be contacted through his website at www.dodsonwoodworking.
com. For faster service, Harold prefers to be called directly
at 864-878-2900.

Now, if it seems that rocking chairs are a part of the
national landscape, it’s because they’ve been here about as
long as this has been a country. There is a popular belief
that Benjamin Franklin invented the rocking chair, but
while old Ben was quite a prolific inventor and certainly
owned one or two, there is a fair bit of controversy about
whether he was the first to put curved skis on an otherwise
normal chair. Some believe the pioneers had to improvise
by adding flat boards to the bottoms of their chair legs so
they wouldn’t sink into the mud on the prairie.
What is more interesting, however, is that although no
one person can be solely credited with its invention, the rocking chair has had many notable innovators over the years.
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In the late 1800s, German
furniture craftsman Michael Thonet
utilized a steaming technique to
make the wood pliable, after which
he bent it into the graceful lines
that distinguished his world-famous
bentwood rockers. This ‘bent wood’
technique allowed furniture makers
much more latitude in expression of
their visual unity and fluidity.

exhibited in numerous museums and
fine art galleries, including the Metropolitan Museum of Arts in New York
and the Smithsonian American Art
Museum, among others. Maloof ’s
designs are distinguished by their clean
lines and long, ski-shaped rockers that
extend back like an antelope’s horns.
In the end, the real measure of a
rocker is in its ability to entice one to
rest their weary bones in it.

New England furniture maker
Lambert Hitchcock was another
“A chair has to sit in a certain way
such innovator. With an artist’s
that looks inviting,” says South Carolina chairmaker Harold Dodson, who
eye and a clock maker’s precision,
for many years has patterned his rockHitchcock made chairs like no one
ing chairs in the Maloof style. “Because
ever had before. Instead of crafting
Like
the
larger
chair,
the
small
chair
it’s the only piece of actionable furnichairs one piece at a time as was the
(known as the Teddy Bear) has the same
ture there is, it has to make you feel
norm in the early twentieth century,
craftsmanship and materials to last
confident it will hold you securely and
this master woodworker took his
through generations.
contour to your body.”
cue from watchmakers he observed
who made several interchangeable parts. His preference to
It’s that secure rocking motion that appeals to us on a
hand stencil (a new innovation at the time) designs on the
primal level as human beings. This is essentially what has
backs of chairs — along with uniquely designed seatbacks,
allowed the rocker to sustain its popularity for so many
arms and legs — gave the mass-produced Hitchcock chairs generations. For those who build them, it’s the struggle to
achieve that delicate balance of comfort and appeal that
the look of custom furniture.
drives them.
Who would think that such a ubiquitous piece of
“And it’s what I strive for when I make each and every
Americana would inspire so much thought and innovation?
Almost from the beginning, though, distinct designs evolved one of mine,” Dodson adds.
to embrace the styles of the day. The Windsor-style rocker
is distinguished by its comb-style, bent or birdcage back
frames and its spindly legs. Boston rockers are a variation
The quack of a duck lured to a still pond by a finelyon the Windsors, generally having a higher back and a seat carved decoy… the boom of a rifle shot, launching a lead
that curves down in front. Then there’s the Shaker-style
ball three hundred yards to its target… the creak of a wooden
rocker, known for its simple beauty, ladder backs and woven floor beneath the steady rocking of a sturdy, hand-crafted
seats, usually made from leather, wood or cane.
rocking chair. These are the sounds associated with three
uniquely American art forms. And those who practice
On the other end of the spectrum from the austere
these art forms are artisans in every sense of the word.
Shaker rocker-makers was innovator Leopold Stickley
Craftsmen who may spend a lifetime dedicated to mastering
of the L. & J.G. Stickley Company. Based on the east
their chosen field.
coast, Stickley rockers are distinguishable by their use of
heavy wood – usually mahogany or cherry – and the plush
Ah, what a feeling… to scrutinize the detail of an
leather on the seats and, sometimes, on the backs as well.
exquisitely painted decoy… or feel the weight and balance
of an authentically replicated Kentucky Long Rifle… or ease
However, when you talk about American-made rocking
weary muscles into a perfectly contoured seat of a handchairs, you have to mention Sam Maloof.
made rocker… maybe, just maybe, old farmer Flanagan
Maloof was a southern California woodworker who
might be on to something after all.
began his career in 1948, and within ten short years was
already famous for his freehand bandsaw techniques and
Even though some aspects of this article take place outside
sculpted parts. Famous collectors of his work included Ray our area, duck decoys, long rifles and rocking chairs have been
Charles and US Presidents Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton and
a big influence and a part of this area’s history and have conRonald Reagan. Over the years, his rockers have been
tributed to the heritage of the Appalachian Region.
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Candles • Florals • Home Decor

Shop our 20,000+ sq. ft. showroom of quality
handcrafted furniture for both the indoors and
out. While there, select your decorating needs
from a variety of choices: candles and accessories,
black iron décor, cloth items, florals, stoneware
dishes, children’s furniture, seasonal gifts, and many more. We’ve just added a
laser engraving machine; stop in and have our knives, plaques and other items
personalized by laser while you wait! There’s something here for everyone —
well worth the drive — just 6 miles north of Grantsville, MD (Exit 19).

Hours: Monday 9 am to 7 pm

Tuesday – Friday 9 am to 5 pm
Saturday 9 am to 4 pm
Closed Sunday

622 Springs Road
Springs, PA 15562

814-662-4100
www.whisperingpinesfurniture.com
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Frostburg Maryland

Written by Dan Whetzel
Photography by Lance C.

Bell

Deep Roots In History and Coal Beginnings
Frostburg is Allegany
County’s second largest
city and a Maryland
Mainstreet Community.
Known for its cool
summers and snowy
winters, many visitors
assume that Frostburg’s
climate is responsible for its name.
The town, however, was named for
the Frost family who owned land
along the National Highway.

FROSTBURG’S EARLY HISTORY is intertwined with
the National Pike and coal industry. The opening of the
National Road, America’s first federally funded highway,
provided a steady flow of commerce through the region
and town during the 19th century; transportation related
businesses prospered. The beginning of large scale coal
mining operations along George’s Creek in the late 19th
century supplemented Frostburg’s commercial growth.
The “Big Vein” and “Small Vein,” local terms for the
seams of semi-bituminous coal running from West Virginia
through Western Maryland, provided hundreds of jobs for
Frostburg residents. In the early days, miners used picks
and shovels to extract the natural resource. The Cumberland
and Pennsylvania and Georges Creek and Cumberland
Railroads were built in the mid to late 1800s primarily for
the purpose of transporting coal from Frostburg and
surrounding communities to Cumberland, where connections were made to major markets. Colorful names of
towns and mines originating from the deep mining era
include Pekin, Nikep (the reverse spelling of Pekin), Broken
Hart, Ocean, Lucky Jock, Hungry Hill, No Tick, Du Well,
and Klondike. Western Maryland coal enjoyed a reputation
of being particularly well suited for use in ocean going
vessels.

Frostburg’s diversified economy meant that coal
companies did not monopolize trade and commerce as
they did in more remote areas of the Appalachian region.
Schools, churches, banks, and retail establishments made
Frostburg a commercial destination for residents of nearby
communities.

Frostburg Museum
Artifacts of Frostburg’s history are preserved in the
former Hill Street School, located at the corner of Hill and
Oak Streets. The brick school house was built in 1898 and
served as an elementary facility until nearly three decades
ago when the Allegany County Commission provided the
Frostburg Museum Association with the title. Museum
Historian Betty Van Newkirk, commented, “Like other
things in Frostburg, the museum is homegrown. There
was a realization that items were being thrown away that
should be saved.” The museum started as a one-room
facility to showcase memorabilia and has grown to a multiroom museum that captures the essence of the city’s past.
Highlights of the Frostburg Museum include a coal
mining display (see facing page) accurately depicting a
George’s Creek miner at work; genealogical information; a
school room display; photography equipment; and Frostburg memorabilia. One large room is dedicated to schools,
particularly Beall High School (photo at right) and Frostburg State University; class lists and other information not
found on the internet are available for researchers.
The museum is open Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm.
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Full size mining shaft display
including equipment.

Class lists and photos
from Beall High School and
Frostburg University.

Apple Press for making
apple juice or cider.
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Frostburg State University
Photo courtesy Frostburg State University

FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY is one of 13
institutions within the University System of Maryland and
the only one west of the Baltimore-Washington corridor.
Founded in 1898 for the purpose of training public school
teachers, the institution was first called Frostburg Normal
School #2. Frostburg State University’s past is deeply rooted
in the generosity of George’s Creek coal miners who valued
the benefits of a quality education.
Many of the 19th century immigrants arriving in
Allegany County were literate and supported formal educational programs for their children. When the Frostburg
Mining Journal proposed that a state of Maryland institution for the training of public school teachers be built in
Frostburg, the miners vocally and financially supported the
initiative. However, competition for the school’s location
quickly developed among several cities, including Cumberland and Baltimore and it was not certain that Frostburg
would prevail.
The most ardent supporter of building the state normal
school in Frostburg was J. Benson Oder, founder of the
Frostburg Mining Journal. Mr. Oder published several
reasons for Frostburg being a superior location for the
school. His most persuasive argument, however, may have
been the clean drinking water Frostburg offered. Mr. Oder

pointed out that Cumberland’s water supply was drawn
from the Potomac River and had likely contributed to
typhoid and other maladies.
While local support through newspaper editorials was
helpful, political support at the state and local levels was
necessary to carry the plan forward. Plans were finalized
when the local delegation to the state legislature amended a
bill in March 1898, that included a $20,000 appropriation
for the erection of State Normal School #2 in Frostburg,
Maryland, and an additional $5,000 appropriation annually
to support it. Only one obstacle remained; the amendment
stated that “people of the town of Frostburg (must) furnish
the ground for the site and said building.” A community
campaign to purchase land for Frostburg Normal School #2
was quickly organized.
A plot of land known as Beall’s Park became available
for purchase and the subsequent community campaign to
acquire it became an exercise in civic duty and pride. While
the school’s location was to be within Frostburg city limits,
coal miners from the surrounding villages of Lord, Carlos,
Eckhart, Ocean, and Borden supported the greater good that
would be created by establishing an institution of higher
learning near their communities. The amount collected
exceeded the purchase price of $2,000, mostly with pledges
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of 25 cents to $1.00. A facsimile roster listing the names of
contributors is displayed in Pullen Hall and the July 7, 1899,
edition of the Frostburg Mining Journal, which published
the list of more than 900 names, became sealed within the
school’s cornerstone. The total return on the individual 25
cent investments is nearly impossible to calculate.
The first to enroll at the new school has been described as a
“motley group.” Some had completed a high school education;
others had partially completed a program; and a few had not
even started. The state of Maryland moved to correct the situation by eliminating high school equivalency courses in order
to focus on a two-year program for teacher certification.
The daily routine in those days varied considerably from
what one would expect in today’s teacher education program.
The entire school held daily assemblies, which included
group singing and teaching skills. Physical training was also
required to lift community spirit. Despite growing pains, the
normal school grew.
In 1934 the State Board of Education converted Frostburg
Normal School into a four-year teachers college, marking a
major step forward. The academic program continued until
the outbreak of war following the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Teacher shortages soon developed because of the draft—male
elementary teachers were not exempted from military service
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and women increasingly moved into industrial jobs
that supported the war effort. The war caused a sharp
decrease in enrollment and prompted a discussion about
closing the institution as economically unviable. Lillian
C. Compton, President of State Teachers College at
Frostburg in 1945, staved off efforts to close the school.
Her strong leadership, along with the support of members
of the community, is credited with keeping the school
open during troubling times. Fortunately, the school
survived the lean war years and then enjoyed the postwar
boom brought about by Lillian Compton’s expansion of
programs and the GI Bill, which provided incentives for
veterans to attend college.
Today Frostburg State University remains dedicated
to its original mission of training teachers, while also
providing a variety of programs at the undergraduate
and graduate levels. Academic programs in business,
education, applied science and technology, creative and
performing arts, and additional selected programs in the
humanities and social sciences, are offered to residential
students and non traditional students through online
courses, distance learning and collaborative programs.
The school is mostly residential and hosts more than
4,500 undergraduate and 600 graduate students.

I know where I’m going.
I plan to get there first.
At Frostburg State University, in the beautiful Western Maryland
mountains, you can gain the tools you need to achieve your dreams.
Frostburg offers 45 challenging undergraduate majors, and FSU’s graduate
programs allow you to challenge yourself for career advancement and
career change.
With multiple opportunities for hands-on research, study abroad and
internships, you’ll get a jump on your future at FSU.

For more information or Open House dates, call 301.687.4201 or click on www.frostburg.edu

Sumer Rohrs, six-time NCAA National Champion, hurdles,
and 2009 NCAA Division III Outdoor Track Scholar Athlete of the Year
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The Great Allegheny Passage

Travelers on tour by way of the Allegheny Passage pause for a break in front
of the Frostburg Depot. These happy bikers are from New Zealand.

THE GREAT ALLEGHENY PASSAGE is a biking
and hiking trail that connects Cumberland, Maryland,
with McKeesport, Pennsylvania, a distance of 135 miles.
The trail’s connection with Cumberland also means that
bikers and hikers may choose to continue their journey on
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal towpath to Georgetown
near the nation’s capital for a continuous distance of 318
miles. Increased tourism has resulted from the trail’s completion, as active vacationers and residents enjoy the first
class limestone path that traces the gentle grade of the
Western Maryland Railway over Big Savage Mountain into
Pennsylvania. While sections of the trail were completed at
different times, it was not until 2006 that final connections
were opened. Plans are in the works to add segments
that will take the path from McKeesport into downtown
Pittsburgh.

The Great Allegheny Passage offers plenty of spectacular
natural beauty and an engineering marvel—the Big Savage
Tunnel. Located near the Maryland/Pennsylvania border,
the 3,200 foot long tunnel, built in 1911 by the Western
Maryland Railway and abandoned in 1975, had fallen into
a state of dangerous disrepair. At a cost of 12 million dollars,
the tunnel was renovated (including the installation of lights)
and reopened to recreational traffic in 2006. The view from
the Big Savage Mountain portal is spectacular. On a clear
day one can spot the historic village of Mount Savage, farms
nestled in valleys, and the Cumberland Narrows cliffs.
Exiting the portal also means bikers will enjoy a long downhill journey, passing by the towns of Frostburg, Mount
Savage, and Corriganville on their way to Cumberland.
Inspiration for the trail is credited to the steadfast
efforts of the Allegheny Trail Alliance, a coalition of seven
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trail organizations in Pennsylvania
and Western Maryland. Support
from the National Park Service
through its Potomac Heritage
Alliance program brought federal
expertise, while the Maryland
Department of Planning provided
the necessary local support to
make the trail a reality. All partners
acknowledge the economic benefits
the trail provides.
Bill Atkinson, Principal Planner and Trail Towns Coordinator
for the Maryland Department of
Planning, has worked on the Great
Allegheny Passage since it was
first proposed and has witnessed
the positive economic contribution it has made to Pennsylvania
and Western Maryland. A 2008
economic impact study concluded
that 12 million dollars in direct
spending and 3 million dollars
in direct wages occurred because
of trail activity. The study also
stated that 41% of the hikers and
bikers plan to stay overnight and
that most of them are affluent;
about one third have annual family
incomes of more than $100,000.
Campgrounds, restaurants, bike
shops, and related hospitality
services are now available along
the Great Allegheny Passage. And
trail use keeps increasing. A new
record was set in July 2009, when
10,000 users were counted.
Bill Atkinson explains, “The
trail is still in its infancy. We are
going to see a steady increase in
its use and economic impact on
Allegany County. We are now
seeing visitors stay for two and
three nights which accounts for
the increased activity. Nearly
each month this year has seen a
doubling of activity on the trail.”
Information concerning the
Great Allegheny Passage is available at www.atatrail.org.

81 Baltimore St., Downtown Cumberland
1940’s Style Soda Fountain – cones,
shakes, sodas, sundaes, floats, splits
featuring Homemade Frozen Custard
Coffee Bar – Espresso drinks,
Latte, Cappuccino, etc.
Deli Counter – Boar’s
Head Meats & Cheese
Open Daily 7am
108 Harrison St.
Cumberland, MD
I-68, Exit 43C

www.queencitycreamery.com
301-777-0011

Canal Place Store Open
Weekends Only Sept. & Oct.
Closed Nov. 1st – May 15th
Check our web site for hours, flavors
and in-store specials.

2009 Calendar of Events
May 15
		
		
May 15
June 13-14
		
		
May-Sept.
		
May-Oct.
		
Sept. 19
		
		
Sept. 26
		
		
Nov. 6-15
		
Nov. 20Dec. 12
Nov. 27
Dec. 4,
11, 18
		
Dec. 31
		
		

Allegany Museum Open House
Exhibits New Museum Mission
Refreshments, entertainment 5-9 pm
Allegany Museum Opens
Heritage Days Open House
Special tours and exhibits.
Sat. & Sun. 10 am - 4 pm
“Friday After Five”
Friday evenings 5 - 9 pm
Bus Tours – Allegany Museum,
Gordon Roberts House, Castle, etc.
9th Annual Ford Model T
& Model A Car/Truck Show
Dash plaques, goodie bags, etc. 10 - 4
Canal Fest/Rail Fest
Museum Antique Car/Truck Show,
model canal boats, etc. 10 - 4
Cumberland Goes to War
Tours, Military appraisals 12 - 4 pm
Festival of Trees 12 - 4 pm
Chefs, Children’s Day, Ladies Night
Holiday Open House 5-9 pm
Special decorations, quartet, carols.
Santa Claus Visitation
Mr. & Mrs. Claus, carriage rides,
photos, treats, etc. Free 5 - 9 pm
New Year’s Eve Open House
Music, exhibits, refreshments.
9 pm - 12 am

History of
Cumberland
and much
more!

May thru December
Tues. – Sat, 10 - 4; Sunday 1- 4 pm

301-777-7200

• 301-724-4339
Special tours, receptions, or parties
can be arranged.
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The Cumberland and Pennsylvania Railroad and Depot
THE CUMBERLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
DEPOT, located at 19 Depot Street, Frostburg, was one of
four similar buildings constructed in the late 19th century
to provide freight and passenger service from Cumberland
to Frostburg and the George’s Creek region of Allegany
County, a distance of about 20 rail miles. Today, only the
Frostburg station remains completely intact. It is believed the
Queen Anne building was the work of E. Francis Baldwin,
who was also responsible for designing hundreds of stations
for the B&O Railroad.
The C&P was Allegany County’s most significant short
line railroad. Passengers were offered service from the
Frostburg depot twice daily and sometimes more often to
accommodate special events such as theatrical productions,
Chautauqua’s, and athletic events in the Cumberland-LaVale
area. The C&P Consolidation 2-8-0 locomotives, pulling
dark red coaches, are still remembered by long time residents
who looked forward to the train rides during a time when
trips from George’s Creek to Frostburg and Cumberland
were not taken for granted. The C&P depot was also a
major center of trade for the city of Frostburg because goods
were shipped and received daily.

C&P
passenger trains
ceased during World War II,
thereby ending decades of service to the region.
The Western Maryland Railway continued to serve the
George’s Creek region for the purpose of transporting coal
to Baltimore and other major markets, thereby lessening
the importance of the small town depots. Consequently,
the stations at Mt. Savage, Barton, and Lonaconing were
razed leaving no trace of their existence. The only other
C&P depot remaining in existence is located in Piedmont,
West Virginia.
Rail passenger service from Cumberland to Frostburg
was revived in the 1980’s by the Western Maryland Scenic
Railroad. Following a combination of former Western
Maryland Railway and C&P rail beds, the WMSR 1916

Panoramic photo below: The scenic railroad’s “Mountain Thunder” on the turntable in Frostburg, turning around for
the return trip to Cumberland. Also below (center) is the “Trail Inn and Cafe” and to the far right is the Depot. The C&P
Tunnel is hidden by trees just behind Mountain Thunder in this view.
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Facing page: A Cumberland & Pennsylvania
Railroad ticket, circa 1930.
Left: A view of the C&P Tunnel from the
Frostburg Depot toward Bowery Street. The
tunnel has not been in use since the 1970s.
Below: A C&P Railroad crew poses for a
photograph at the Frostburg Yard in 1901.
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Baldwin steam locomotive recreates the nostalgic era of rail
passenger service from Cumberland to Frostburg during a
May through December schedule. Thousands of passengers
disembark each year on the renovated C&P platform in much
the same way they did from 1891 to 1944. One noticeable
difference in the contemporary view is the locomotive
turntable located adjacent to the depot. Formerly, C&P
trains would continue through a long tunnel on a southerly
route to George’s Creek. The tunnel entrance may be
viewed from the turntable area.

The C&P Tunnel
THE C&P TUNNEL was a major construction feat completed in 1857. The purpose of the tunnel was to provide
a more direct connection between Frostburg on the north
side and George’s Creek coal mines on the south side. The
tunnel crossed under Center Street and emerged near the
Bowery Street Bridge. Street improvements in recent years
caused the bridge to be removed but remnants of the old
C&P rail bed can be followed along its southerly route. The
tunnel was last used for rail freight service by the Western
Maryland Railway nearly four decades ago.

The Trail Inn and Cafe
THE TRAIL INN AND CAFE, 20 Depot Street, is near
the terminus of the C&P Railroad Tunnel and across the
street from the depot. Built in 1888, the two story building,
originally called the Tunnel Hotel, provided inexpensive
lodging for travelers on the C&P railroad and from the city
of Frostburg. The original hotel was an “L” shaped brick
structure supported by a stone foundation. A terraced vineyard was located behind the building and small cave-like
structures provided storage for the variety of alcoholic brews
that were served at the hotel. A moonshine still located in
the basement of the building kept the brews flowing even
during prohibition of the 1920’s, thereby adding to the
historical mystique of the property. Although bought and
sold many times over the years, the hotel structure and
surrounding area remained relatively unchanged until the
1980s, when the Western Maryland Scenic Railroad
offered new opportunities to serve the public and the depot
area became the terminus of the scenic railroad.
John and Beth Sayler purchased the Tunnel Hotel in
1997 and renamed it the Trail Inn and Café. Additional

View of the upstairs gallery of
the Thrasher Carriage Museum.
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changes included adding nine rooms, a café, and gift
shops. In 2006-2007 eleven rooms were converted
to lodging purposes and a primitive campground
opened nearby. John Sayler notes that his campground
“Is the cleanest in the country. We furnish soap,
shampoo and towels. And we will put our guest
rooms up against anybody’s.” Since the opening of the
Great Allegheny Passage trail, the Saylers have enjoyed
hosting visitors from many countries including
Germany, Great Britain, Spain, the Netherlands,
Poland, New Zealand, and Argentina.
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The Thrasher Carriage Museum
LOCATED AT FROSTBURG terminus of the Western Maryland Scenic Railroad is one of the best collections of horse drawn
vehicles in the United States. The collection was assembled over
many years by Midland, Maryland, resident James Thrasher who
traveled across the country in search of unusual and rare types
of wagons. Painstakingly restored and conserved, the Thrasher
carriage collection illustrates wagons from all walks of life and
occupations. One highlight is President Theodore Roosevelt’s
inaugural carriage. Guides and interpretive signs assist visitors
through the 50 beautifully displayed items.
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Hotel Gunter
NOT FAR FROM the C&P
Depot at 11 West Main
Street is the Hotel Gunter
that has been hosting guests
since it opened on New Year’s
Day in 1897. Originally built
by William R. Percy and
his son-in-law Gladstone
Hitchens, the Hotel Gladstone (as it was called in
1897) included 100 rooms,
a first class dining room,
uniform bellboy service,
tennis courts, and an
entertainment venue. The
construction price tag of
$125,000 was a statement of
its prominence. According to one historical report the
facility “attracted visitors from near and far… and was one of
the foremost hotels along the National Road.” Businessmen
associated with the coal, rail and transportation industries,
as well as British Government officials, frequented the
Gunter during the summer months.
William Gunter purchased the business in 1903 and
made additional improvements, including gas and electric
lights. His ownership also meant the hotel was renamed
Hotel Gunter. The business continued to offer lodging
for decades to travelers along the century old National
Highway.
Interstate highway construction during the 1960-1970s
influenced small towns in Western Maryland. The east-west
flow of traffic that had occurred on the National Highway
since the early 1800s drastically declined when dual lane
highways encouraged motorists to save time by speeding
past towns. The Gunter was influenced by the reduced
traffic and patronage declined. The once noteworthy building steadily deteriorated until purchased by the Failinger
family in 1986. Major repairs and intensive renovations
were required to return the Gunter to a first class hospitality
facility. One noteworthy renovation is the oak stairway
that ascends from the lobby to the first floor; natural oak
beauty was revealed only after the Failingers painstakingly
removed layers of paint.
Today the Hotel Gunter serves as a modern hotel and
apartment complex with turn-of-the 19th century charm
and ambiance. Guests and tourists today are also welcome

Facing Page:
Hotel Gunter on
Main Street,
Frostburg.
Above: The
old jail in the
basement.
Right: Grand
staircase in lobby.

to enjoy the Gunter’s eclectic artifact collection located
in the basement that makes it a virtual museum of local
memorabilia. The tram railway and hopper that formerly
transported coal from mines directly to the basement (and
related coal mining implements) remain in their original
environment. A jail cell also remains in place long after it
served as a temporary holding room for prisoners being
transported along the National Highway. Law enforcement
officers would rest comfortably upstairs, while the prisoners
were safely provided for in the basement.
Another unusual feature of days gone by is a basement
barroom containing a stone gamecock fighting arena. It is
known that the bar area served as a speakeasy during the
days of prohibition. Old newspapers, bottles, baby dolls,
a 1930s era kitchen, and other displays are behind glass
enclosures.
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Unlike recently retired Presidents who
enjoy virtually unlimited expense accounts,
generous pensions, and six figure speaking
fees, Mr. Truman left office as a person of
modest financial means only entitled to
an army pension of about $111.00 per
month. A benefit the former president did
enjoy was a great deal on a new vehicle
provided by the Chrysler Corporation. As
one who enjoyed driving and maintaining
cars, the president accepted several invitations back East as a way of giving his new
Chrysler a work out. Laying out road maps
on his dining room table as if he were planning to redraw the boundaries of Europe
after World War II with Winston Churchill
and Joseph Stalin, the trip was meticulously
planned.

President Harry Truman proclaimed to newspaper reporters in June
1953, “We lunched at Frostburg at the Princess Restaurant, which is
run by an old Greek who is a damn good Democrat.”

The Truman’s hope for a low profile
journey was not realized because they were
recognized at each stop along the way.
Always cognizant of how “big shots” typically acted, Mr. and Mrs. Truman graciously
signed autographs, shook hands, and made
conversation with interested onlookers
whenever the occasion arose. Father’s Day
in Frostburg was no exception. Mr. Truman
even agreed to stop and visit with Elizabeth
Byrnes of Eckhart, who had recently broke
her hip and was bedridden. Only intending
to say a quick hello, the Truman’s spent
nearly a half an hour with the elderly
Elizabeth Byrnes, who was described as a
Democrat for the past 92 years.

The presidential visit to Frostburg, Maryland, on Father’s Day, 1953,
caused quite a stir around town as word spread like wildfire that President
and Mrs. Truman were seated in a booth at the Princess Restaurant enjoying
the Sunday special of roasted chicken. Mr. Truman had stopped at the
Princess previously, but as a United States Senator from Missouri who
was virtually unknown on the national political scene. His last stop at the
Princess which occurred after leaving the highest office has once again been
brought to national attention through historian Matthew Algeo’s book,
Harry Truman’s Excellent Adventure. The author retraces the 2,500 mile
journey of the last citizen-president from Independence, Missouri, to the
East Coast and back again—a trip without secret service agents or any of
the trappings of office.

The Princess Restaurant, founded by
George Pappas Sr. in 1939, is the only
family owned business remaining in operation that the Trumans visited on their
1953 road trip. George W. Pappas, third
generation owner, proudly maintains the
70-year tradition of the Princess and enjoys
the recent publicity generated by the
release of Mr. Algeo’s book. Out-of-town
visitors have recently sought out the restaurant and the “Harry Truman booth,” as

Princess Restaurant
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a way of enjoying presidential history and a great meal.
George Pappas is quick to point out that many current
menu selections are identical to ones offered in the 1950s.
George is also proud that the Princess Restaurant is one
of the longest continuously operated family businesses
in Allegany County.
The Princess Restaurant is located at 12 West Main
Street, Frostburg, Maryland.

Facing Page: The Princess Restaurant at 12 West
Main Street, Frostburg, is known for great food
and special guest Harry Truman, who stayed for
lunch in 1953. The booth (left photo) is known as
the “Harry Truman booth” and includes a photo of
Mr. Truman during his visit.

Below: The Frostburg Reservoir, known by the locals
as “Piney Lake” was created as a result of the Big Piney
Run Dam and is located just inside the Garrett County
Line. Fishing with a permit is allowed on the lake. For
more information call: Maryland Department of Natural
Resources at 301-334-8218 or visit their website at:
www.dnr.state.md.us/fisheries/
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Evergreen Heritage Center
THE EVERGREEN HERITAGE CENTER located near
Route 36 in Mount Savage traces its history to circa 1780
when settlers located on an expanse of land to be known
as Federal Hill. Deeds to the property, now referred to as
military lots, were received by several of those early settlers
in the 1790s (including the Ridgely, Grimes, Winter, and
Trimble families). Over the next eight generations, Federal
Hill would be home to tobacco and corn farmers, coal
miners, and plantation owners. The unique qualities of
Federal Hill today are due largely to the present owners
who have sought to preserve the historical ambience of the
property.
Foremost among the historical highlights on the
property is the large turret topped white house, originally
built circa 1780 by the Grimes family. One section of
the original log structure was replaced by George Winter
in 1822 when he erected a stone addition in the Federal
style. This remodeled home was part of a plantation that
included outbuildings for use by the family, their servants
and slaves. In 1869 the property was acquired by Joseph
Arnold Trimble, a neighbor to the Winter’s family whose
son Winfield renovated the plantation. Winfield planted
acres of crops, several orchards, and thirteen varieties of

Written by Dan Whetzel
Photography by Devon

McDaniel

evergreen trees. In 1882 when Winfield had completed his
renovations, he named the new farm Evergreen in honor
of the fledgling evergreen trees he planted there. Winfield’s
descendants are the current owners: Donald, Marianna
and Janice Keene.
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Today Evergreen is a six room museum that allows
visitors to see hundreds of artifacts, deeds, and
documents collected by the Trimble family over a 200
year span of time. According to Janice Keene, “The
Trimble’s were ‘keepers,’ saving everything through
the years including grocery lists, bills for their first
carriage and their first car, their player piano, and
even mortuary services.” There are also hundreds of
historical documents at the museum and memorabilia
from the Maryland Agricultural College, forerunner of
the University of Maryland. Most recently, the Keene
family has opened the 200 year old Historic Evergreen
Barn, built using hand hewn logs that still retain their
bark. The Maryland Historical Trust describes the barn
as “an extremely fine and carefully preserved barn with
numerous interesting features.”
In order to build upon the unique qualities of
Evergreen, the Keene family and community partners
formed the Evergreen Heritage Center Foundation
in 2008. The Foundation is dedicated to utilizing the
Evergreen facilities to provide hands-on indoor/outdoor
learning opportunities for students of all ages. A
“Growing Green” initiative will support research and
education in environmental sciences, including a solar
powered green house and adjacent classroom.
The Evergreen Museum (including the historic
barn and Trail) is open on select Sundays from May
through October. The remaining scheduled days this
season include September 20th and October 18th and
the hours are 1 pm to 4 pm. The Evergreen Museum
is also available for private tours or for meetings and
events. The Center can accommodate up to 50 people
and catering is available upon request.
For more information contact Janice Keene, 301687-0664 or janicekeene@evergreenheritagecenter.org.
The address of the Evergreen Heritage Center is 15603
Trimble Road, Mount Savage, Maryland 21545.
Trimble Road is approximately one mile from Mount
Savage off Slabtown Road, seven minutes from Frostburg, and twenty minutes from Cumberland.
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Long & Foster REALTORS®
has been in the business of buying
and selling homes for over 40 years
and has built a reputation on
understanding the needs of our
customers and clients. That’s only
one reason why Long & Foster
REALTORS®, the largest privatelyowned real estate firm in America,
is ranked as the top independently
owned company for 2008, is
consistently ranked as one of the
top five real estate agencies in the
U.S., and is number one in total
volume in western Maryland.
Making the process of purchasing
a home as easy as possible through
our in-house services is just one
way we can help you with all your
real estate needs.
• Full Lending Service through
		 Prosperity Mortgage
• Title Searches & Closings
		 through Sage Title LLC
• Independent Agents through
		 Long & Foster Insurance

Let us help you find your
peace of mind.
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ALONG THE TRAIL
Answers from page 6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Quality Graphic Design and
Photography Available
for Business Cards, Rack Cards,
Post Cards, Brochures,
Web Sites and more!

Score:
11-12
7-10
3-6
0-2

=
=
=
=

Opossum
Ground Hog
Skunk
Raccoon
Squirrel
Gray Fox
River Otter
Coyote
Wild Turkey
Beaver
White Tailed Deer
Black Bear
Experienced Tracker
Outdoor Savvy
Average
Get outside more often
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We’ve got the perfect cure for
your winter blues — tons of
outdoor family fun!
Since 1955, Wisp Resort has been the SNOW
destination of choice for making lasting
memories for families. It’s SNOW much more
than skiing and snowboarding — SNOW
tubing, SNOWmobiling, cross country skiing,
SNOWshoeing and no SNOW required for the
ever-popular Mountain Coaster.
And it’s SNOW much easier than ever to enjoy
a winter getaway with one of the many special
lodging packages at the Wisp Resort Hotel.
Choose from one of our specialty lodging
packages or ‘create-your-own-SNOW-fun’
package! Give us a buzz and learn what all the
buzz is about!

301.387.4911 • wispresort.com
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Written by Sara Mullins
Photography by Lance

C. Bell

Stalking Trophy Trout
on the Savage River

Above: Ashleigh Huber, Biologist
with the US Army Corps of Engineers
holds a beautiful Brook Trout.
Top right: Alan Klotz, MD DNR Western
Region Inland Fisheries Manager holds a
19” Brown Trout.
Bottom right: Close up of the beautiful
coloration and markings on the Brook
Trout.
The fish in these photos were alive
and released.
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“Wisp Resort was named an Orvis Endorsed Fly Fishing Guide
Service of the Year, becoming one of 230 Orvis-endorsed operations
in the United States and the only one in Western Maryland.”

IN A WORLD BESET BY NOISE, traffic and endless
pressures, fly fishing can be a pleasant antidote to the
stresses of modern life. There’s nothing quite like
standing in a stream amidst scenic, natural surroundings
to soothe jangled nerves. The act itself elicits a mental
focus that can be Zen-like in nature. It’s human versus
fish, a quest that goes back more than 10,000 years.
For a world-class fly-fishing experience, avid
anglers need look no farther than Garrett County’s
Savage River Trophy Trout Fishing Area. Featuring all
wild fish (no stocking necessary), this section of the
Savage River is home to wild brown trout, native brook
trout and a few rainbow trout that have migrated from
neighboring waterways. Surveys conducted in 2008 by
the Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
indicated that adult trout densities were at “near record
levels with an average of 1,376 adult trout per mile
throughout the river.” That’s a lot of trout.

Two sections of the Savage River are included in
this Area: the Tailwater section from the Savage River
Reservoir Dam downstream to the Allegany Bridge,
which is designated as fly fishing only; and the section
from the Allegany Bridge to the mouth of the Savage
River, where anglers can use lures with one hook and
flies. The stretch is noteworthy for the clarity of the
water, allowing dramatic views of underwater rocks
and boulders. The shoreline features heavily forested
hillsides of hardwoods and hemlocks along with
thick stands of rhododendron and mountain azaleas.
Management of this section as a Trophy Trout
Fishing Area began in 1987. Previously it had been a
“put and take” stream stocked with hatchery rainbow
trout, with a limit of five fish per day. But after a
DNR survey of brook and wild brown trout indicated
strong growth rates, the DNR began working with
the Army Corps of Engineers and the Upper Potomac

Background photo of the “Tailwater Section” was once the location of the World’s Whitewater Championships.
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P. J. Daley, Orvis-endorsed fly fishing guide,
Wisp Resort, fishes the Savage.
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River Commission, which manages the Savage River Dam,
to implement guidelines for cold water releases to maintain
optimum trout habitat. The strategy succeeded so well
that stocking ceased and by 1991, the four-mile Tailwater
section of the Savage River was transformed into a wild
trophy trout fishery. In 2002, a trout population survey
indicated about 150 brown trout (greater than 12 inches)
per mile and 37 brook trout (greater than nine inches) per
mile. The total of all wild adult trout was estimated at
more than 1,000 per mile.
“The Savage River is unique in Maryland,” says Saul
McCartney, Vice-President of the Youghiogheny Chapter of
Trout Unlimited. “All tributaries have good levels of brook
trout, and the river has the largest concentration in the state.
It’s one of the premier fisheries in the Eastern region.”
Anglers near and far have taken note. McCartney says,
“It’s amazing to see how many people come and where they
come from, especially in May and June. There are license
plates from all over.”
For more than 50 years, members of Trout Unlimited
nationwide have “worked to conserve, protect and restore
North America’s coldwater fisheries and their watersheds,”
in accordance with the group’s mission. The Youghiogheny
Chapter played a role in supporting the DNR’s efforts to
create the Trophy Trout Fishing Area designation for the
Savage River Tailwater area. Many of its members frequently
fish the area and help with annual cleanup efforts. The
group also funds an annual work grant at Garrett College
to support a student assistant’s work with DNR stream
monitoring and other tasks.
Alan Klotz, the Western Region Fisheries Manager for
the DNR, has witnessed dramatic changes since he began
working with the Trophy Trout project in 1988. “I saw the
wild trout population grow from about 200 wild trout per
mile to the present 1500 wild trout per mile during my
career,” he says. Noting its success and reputation among
anglers, he says, “In a story run by USA Today, the vicepresident of the Orvis Company ranked the Savage River
#7 in the Top 10 fishing areas in the United States for the
amount of fish, the quality of the experience and the
accessibility of the site.”
Orvis is a big name in fly fishing circles as a source of
high-end equipment and instruction, including fly fishing
schools and guide services. In 2007, Wisp Resort was named
an Orvis Endorsed Fly Fishing Guide Service of the Year,
becoming one of 230 Orvis-endorsed operations in the
United States and the only one in Western Maryland.

Alan Klotz, DNR Western Region Fisheries Manager and
Ashleigh Huber, US Army Corps of Engineers, do a close
check on several of the trout; all were found to be healthy.

The designation is considered quite a coup in fly
fishing circles. Scott McEnaney, Eastern Director for the
Orvis endorsement program, says, “The Orvis Company
recognizes our endorsed members as the best destinations in North America for providing exceptional sporting
facilities and world-class customer service synonymous with
the Orvis tradition.” He adds that a high quality resource
is necessary for the Orvis endorsement. In the case of
Wisp Resort, the Savage River Trophy Trout Fishing Area
was a key element for the endorsement, along with other
fly fishing opportunities on nearby waterways such as the
Youghiogheny, North Branch of the Potomac and Casselman
Rivers.
It’s open season at this world-class fishing area, so
anglers can enjoy fly fishing in all seasons. In most cases,
a current Maryland fishing license and a trout stamp are
required. Specifics on licenses and fishing regulations can
be found in the 2009 Maryland Fishing Guide published
by the Maryland DNR.
As previously mentioned, there are different requirements for each section of the Savage River Trophy Trout
Area. In the section from the Savage River Dam to the
Allegany Bridge, anglers are restricted to convention fly
fishing tackle, with artificial flies and streamers. In the
section from the Allegany Bridge to the mouth of the
Savage River, anglers may use only artificial lures with a
single hook and single hook point, including artificial flies.
The minimum harvesting size requirement for brook trout
is 12”, while 18” is the minimum for wild brown trout.
The creel limit for brook and wild brown trout is 2 per day.
continued on next page
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Trophy Trout continued from page 49
There is no size or catch limit for rainbow
trout. Klotz notes that most anglers practice catch and release. To minimize injuries
to fish, The Maryland Fishing Guide
recommends the use of barbless hooks.

Dr. Vincent F. Fiorentino, DDS

21907 Westernport Rd. SW, Suite 2
McCoole, MD 21562

301.786.7340

•

• Gentle Personalized Care
• Children & Adults Welcome
• Dental Emergencies
• Now Accepting New Patients
• My Dental Rewards Program

www.completecaredentistry.com

McCartney offers a word of caution:
“The river is difficult to wade because of
big rocks, a strong current and an uneven
bottom. Plus the water is always cold.”
The Savage River averages about 55 feet
in width, with a moderate to steep gradient. For more solid footing, the DNR
recommends studded rubber soled waders.
Flows can vary depending on dam releases;
so for current information, the DNR
advises that anglers check the Internet site
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/md/nwis/
current/?type=flow, or call 410-9627687 before planning a fishing trip. Good
fishing flows range from 50 to 100 cubic
feet per second.
To get to the Savage River Trophy
Trout Area, take I-68 to Exit 22. Turn
left onto Chestnut Ridge Road and
continue to a stop sign. Turn left onto
New Germany Road and travel about
five miles. Turn left onto Big Run Road
and travel to where it ends. Then turn
right onto Savage River Road, continue
around the Savage River Reservoir to the
Savage River Tailwater below the dam.
You won’t be sorry. “With more than
1,000 trout per mile, it doesn’t get any
better than that,” says Klotz. “The Savage
is a really healthy stream and the habitat
is terrific.”

• Real Estate Appraisals 301-334-9915
• Property Management • Apartment Rentals

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

1000 Thayer Center, Oakland, Maryland 21550
Mon. – Fri. 8am – 5pm www.garrettland.com

Dream Mountain Ranch — a place like no other!

Now offering 2+ acre lots that include club membership and
52 miles of roads, trails and paths that allow for excellent hiking, ATV,
horseback riding and a variety of other outdoor adventure activities.
Lots starting at $39,500 and lot with shell cabin starting at $89,500.
Hunting and Non-Hunting Club Memberships Available.

Call for details or to arrange a visit.

No federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property. This is not intended to be a real estate sales offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction
where prohibited by law or where prior registration is required. All plans and prices are subject to change without notice.
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Written by Mary Meehan
Photography by Karla Harman

BARBARA HILLEGASS OF MANNS CHOICE, PA.,
was a latecomer to quilting. When she saw an impressive
quilt on the wall of a shop several years ago, she knew that
“was just what I wanted to do.” There was one problem,
though: first she had to learn how to sew.
She mastered that and also learned the special techniques
of quilting. She was comforted by the advice that old-timers
give to beginners: “If you can’t see a mistake from a galloping
horse, don’t worry about it. Just keep going.” And if you
do make a mistake, Hillegass says, “you can always fix it.”
She learned her craft so well that she served a term as
president of Creative Needle Quilters, a guild based in
LaVale, MD. It’s just one of many quilting groups in Western
Maryland, Western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. The
area also hosts colorful quilt shows and festivals, auctions
and shops, as well as quilt exhibits at county fairs. There
you can look for favorite patterns — “Log Cabin” and
“President’s Wreath” or “Storm at Sea” and “Carolina Lily”
— observing how new color combinations make old patterns
as fresh as spring flowers. You can see original patterns that
are enchanting in design, and sometimes stunning in their
richness of color.
Many women learn quilting from their mothers, aunts,
or grandmothers. But by no means all. Katharine Miller of
Grantsville, MD, recalls that “I was fascinated with quilting
as long as I can remember.” But she had no family members
who quilted, so “I pretty much taught myself ” with help
from books. Now she teaches others in classes at the Four
Seasons Stitchery in Grantsville. Occasionally a man takes
her class, although she says that “I haven’t had a lot.” But
she says many men encourage their wives in quilting and
help them choose fabrics. She adds that it’s “nothing unusual
for a woman to say, ‘He’s better at picking out the colors
than I am.’”
Miller has done hand-piecing, but she prefers to use a
sewing machine. Machine quilting goes back to the late
1800s, but is more accepted now than it used to be. Barbara
Hillegass remarks that today “we want things fast; we want
’em done. But there are still many beautiful hand-quilters
out there.”
Linda Reuschlein, LaVale, MD, who chaired the biennial
quilt show of the Schoolhouse Quilters’ Guild, used to view
“beautiful, fine hand-quilting” as the essence of the art. But
she found that judges at quilt shows “are just as impressed
with beautiful machine quilting.” She didn’t understand
why until she started learning to quilt by machine. “That’s
tough!” she reports.
Some compare a quilt to a sandwich, since it has a
pieced and/or appliquéd top, batting in the middle, and
backing. Putting the layers together smoothly and with
artistic stitching is a real challenge, whether done by hand

or machine. Some quilters do everything else, but then pay
a professional to put it all together.
Barbara Hillegass says that having one’s quilt judged
at a show is “intimidating” and “heart-wrenching” at first.
She adds, though, that judging makes “you become a better
person in your craft” because the judges tell you “ways to
make it better.” No one is forced to compete, though, and
some quilters enter their work in a show for public viewing
only, with a provision that it not be judged.
Quilting guilds help both beginning and advanced
quilters by providing guest speakers and demonstrations or
workshops. “If you belong to a guild, you can get lots of
advice,” says veteran quilter Juanita Fix of LaVale. Guilds
often have group projects, too, such as making quilts for
local charity raffles. “A couple of people will get together
and buy the fabric, break it down into small kits,” Linda
Reuschlein explains. “And those are sent home, and then
you make the blocks and bring them back in.” A guild
may pay one person to quilt everything together into the
finished product.
The Friendsville Library Quilters, Friendsville, MD,
do the final assembly themselves, quilting by hand on a
frame donated by a woman in the community. They raise
“about a thousand dollars a year” for the town’s library
through their quilt raffle, reports group leader Marilyn
Moors. One of their quilts, “Friendsville in Winter,” includes
beautifully-crocheted snowflakes. It won a first prize at the
2007 Schoolhouse quilt show. Their most recent group
quilt, “Butterflies of Garrett County won a first prize at
the 2009 Schoolhouse Biennial Quilt Show at the Allegany
County Fairgrounds in June.
Some Amish quilters use treadle sewing machines,
while others do all their work by hand. Some work together
around a quilting frame. When making quilts for sale outside their community, Reuschlein reports, the Amish may
use print fabrics. One of their own quilts, though, tends to
be plainer. “They have somewhat more subdued colors,”
she says. “And their quilting can be exquisite, and a lot of
times that is by hand.”
Amish quilters understand that subdued colors in the
right combination can be strikingly beautiful. So does
Juanita Fix, who was honored as the “Featured Quilter” at
the 2007 Schoolhouse Biennial Quilt Show. But while Fix
likes muted colors, she warns that a quilt with only pastels
can be “too namby-pamby.”
One of her sons, now retired, has taken up quilting
with zest. “He’s an engineer,” she says, adding that “you
know how precise they can be.” She wasn’t sure how he
would handle a curve on his first project; “but, don’t you
know, it’s perfect. Everything is perfect...and his colors are
great, too.”
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The Schoolhouse Quilters’ Guild sponsors an unusual
program called Stitchin’ Time at the federal prison in Cumberland. Linda Reuschlein, Sara Heckert, and Carolyn
Groves go out to the prison once a week to teach quilting.
The program is limited to 15 men at a time; but it’s in its
11th year, and successive groups of inmates have made
over 1100 quilts. Most are donated to children in hospitals
or other crisis situations, wounded soldiers, veterans, or
other adults with special needs. The director of a family
crisis center told Reuschlein how much the quilts mean to
children. “This is something that they hang onto; it belongs
to them, and they clutch it,” the woman said. “And it’s
lasting. It’s a healing thing.”
For every 10 quilts he makes for donation, a man may
make one for someone in his family. Inmates’ mothers are
deeply moved when they receive quilts from their sons.
The common report from the men is: “When I talked to
her on the phone, she cried. All she did was she cried.”
Initially, Reuschlein was reluctant to be involved in
a prison program. She was concerned about safety, and
especially about inmate access to the rotary cutters used in
quilting. But she says there has never been a problem and
that the “men’s language is never out of line,” either. They
show great respect for their teachers.
“When we started,” Reuschlein recalls, “the prison
gave us a thousand dollars. They said that ‘this is all you’ll
ever get. You must use it for hard equipment only.’ That
was for four stations” (each including a sewing machine,
mat, ruler, scissors, and rotary cutter). Some people have
donated more equipment, though, and many donate fabrics
for the program. Cash donations are used for batting,
needles for the machines, and repairs.
Many inmates are in a drug recovery program, and
Reuschlein reports that quilting actually “changes their

thinking patterns” in a positive way as they become involved
in “designing their own things.” One man, who had done
upholstery work before his imprisonment, set out to learn
everything he could about quilting techniques so he could
add quilting to his upholstery business. His goal was the
ability, with help from his sister, to design and make “a
full room—and do it well.” Another inmate, heading for
a halfway house, planned to make quilts for donation as a
community-service project. He said that would “help me
to get through the goals that I need to get back home.”
Early in the program, a young inmate sewed a quilt
block of a rose and barbed wire. He explained that “whenever people ride by a prison, what they see is barbed wire.
And they don’t realize there are some roses behind that
barbed wire. And I was not a rose when I got here. But I’m
gettin’ there. I’m workin’ on it.... I’m trying to get home,
closer to my family, by doing extra things and working as
hard as I can. I have a four-year-old son, and I want to be
a good father to him.”
Area quilting guilds include Creative Needle Quilters,
LaVale, MD. (Sharon Diehl, sdiehl@umd.edu); Schoolhouse
Quilters’ Guild, Cumberland, MD. (www.schoolhouse
quilters.org); Friendsville Library Quilters, Friendsville,
MD. (301-746-4057 or 301-746-5663); and Heritage
Quilters, McHenry, MD. (301-387-4959). See quiltguilds.
com for other groups in Maryland, Pennsylvania, and West
Virginia. For information on quilting classes at Allegany College
of Maryland, Cumberland, MD, call 301-777-1626; and
for classes at Four Seasons Stitchery, Grantsville, MD, call
301-895-5958. The Fall Foliage Festival, Bedford, PA, Oct.
3-4 & 10-11, will include a quilt show and sale. So will the
October 10-11 portion of the Autumn Glory Festival, Oakland, MD.

Enjoy scenic views of Deep Creek Lake
from the property’s park-like setting.
Walk to area restaurants & activities –
Pine Lodge Steakhouse and Smiley’s
Fun Zone are just across the street!
Cabin Amenities:
• Luxury Rustic Decor
• Gas Fireplace
• Kitchenette
• Flat Screen TV
• Free Wireless Internet
• Hot Tubs Available
• Outdoor Patios

Special Groups & Packages Available

(866) 976-5908 • www.deepcreek.com
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Two Turtles
of the APPALACHIANS
WHENEVER TURTLES ARE DISCUSSED, the
question that always comes up is: What is a turtle, a tortoise,
a terrapin? A terrapin is a turtle that lives in brackish or
partly salty water. A tortoise is a turtle that is strictly land
dwelling; they eat only vegetation. Tortoises have large
stumpy looking legs reminiscent of elephant legs. The
Appalachian region has no terrapins or tortoises.
Turtles go into hibernation for five or six months
under water in sand or mud. They obtain oxygen from the
water through the linings of their mouth. The only exception to this behavior is the box turtle. Box turtles burrow
on land to escape the cold.
All turtles come to land to lay and bury their eggs in
the soil. When the young turtles hatch they are on their
own to find food and shelter.
All turtles are reptiles with a shell. Most can pull their
head, legs, and tail into their shell. This is excellent protection from enemies. They are preyed upon by skunks,
raccoons, opossums, foxes, and bald eagles. Of course the
turtles’ greatest enemy is the human. Many, like snapping
turtles, are caught and eaten by humans. However, habitat
destruction hurts turtle populations most.
Turtles are carnivorous: they eat bugs, plants, and
animals. Turtles are toothless; however, their beaks have
sharp cutting edges coupled with powerful jaw muscles.
They are formidable biters.
Like all reptiles, turtles are cold-blooded.
Turtles possess excellent vision and a good sense
of smell. All turtles can live to be 100 years old.
Wood turtles are semi-aquatic; they possess
legs that can swim or walk on land. Their upper
shells are brown with raised pointed plates. The
record shell length of a wood turtle is nine and
one quarter inches. They are the biggest of the
turtles found traveling far from water. However,
wood turtles hibernate in water. Often wood
turtles are found with missing legs from old
predator injuries.
Wood turtles have a naturally sweet and
gentle disposition. My son kept a wood turtle
for several years. This turtle would come on call
all the way across a room for a ripe strawberry.
Wood turtles seem to be intelligent and possess
excellent memories. And, of course, wood turtles
are adaptable to diets and captivity.

Written by Floyd Presley
Photography by Lance
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Eastern box turtles are probably the most well known
of the Appalachian turtles since they are always on land;
hence, they are seen more often. Box turtles have the most
variety of colors and markings of any of the turtles. Their
upper shell is high domed and either black or brown with
orange, olive, or yellow lines or spots. Box turtles eat a
variety of food from earthworms to bugs like crickets, to
fruits and vegetables. The record shell length of an eastern
box turtle is seven and three quarter inches.
At one time box turtles were very plentiful, but presently, probably due to habitat and less trapping of predatory,
fur bearing animals, their numbers are dwindling.
Eastern box turtles and wood turtles can easily be
sexed by the shape of their lower shell which is called a
plastron. If this lower shell is concaved inward, the turtle is
a male. If this shell is perfectly flat, the turtle is a female.
Eastern box turtles have a hinged plastron; this allows
them to tightly close up their head, legs and tail for defense
within their carapace or upper shell.
Before taking any turtles from the wild as pets, check
your local state laws. A much better choice for pets are
captive produced specimens. Domestic bred turtles are
parasite free, adapted to a pellet diet and come with care
instructions. Check your local pet shops and reptile shows
for turtle availability.

The Wood Turtle is seldom seen but is distinquished by his bright colors.
Facing page: The Eastern Box Turtle is more common, seen more often and is easier to find.
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Spaghetti, Homemade Sauce,
Hand Tossed Pizza, Freshly Made
Dough Calzones, Strombolis
and Much More…

304-788-1300
401 S. Mineral St.
Keyser, WV 26726

301-722-8299
Free Estimates

Complete Collision Service • Wheel Alignments
Frame Straightening • Glass Replacement • Car Rentals Available
123 E. Roberts Street, Cumberland, MD 21502

Specializing in Sandblasted,
Hand Carved
Dimensional Signs.

!
Visitors Welcome

Commercial
Residential • Banners
Displays • Vehicle Lettering
Magnetic Signs & much more

4162 Maryland Hwy., Oakland, MD

domenicksigns.com • 301-334-1344

© photos by Crede Calhoun

Over 5800 Boats Sailing
More Than 100 Active Fleets
The 19’ Flying Scot is roomy
and remarkably stable, yet
challenging. Her large,
comfortable cockpit holds
6 to 8 adults. Easy to trailer, simple to rig &
can be launched in as little as 12” of water.

Flying Scot ® Inc.

157 Cemetery Street Deer Park, MD 21550
800-864-7208 • www.flyingscot.com
Flying Scot and the FS logo are registered trademarks of Flying Scot, Inc.

Call ahead to visit our alpacas and farm store.

301.895.3476 • 301.616.1776

www.bluebellfarmalpacas.com
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THE STATUS OF THE ARTS in western Maryland has
never been better. The projects and efforts of the Garrett
County Arts Council consistently enhance the quality of life
and contribute to the culture of our region.
Formed in 1976, the mission of GCAC is to “aid,
encourage, advance and coordinate activities dedicated to
the promotion of cultural arts in Garrett County and to
integrate such activities into the life of the community.”
Some of the projects the Council oversees include the
annual Heritage Craft Fest during October’s Autumn Glory
celebration, Garrett Galaxy to showcase local performing
artists, annual Artist Studio Tours each July, and year-round
workshops and demonstrations.
GCAC provides funding for arts enrichment activities
in the public schools and supports local art related organizations through grant funding. The Garrett County Arts
Council is a non-profit membership organization with
membership levels beginning as low as $12. Executive
Director Karen Reckner stated that the arts should be an
integral part of our community now and in the future.
“Our membership structure allows anyone with an interest
the chance to assist us in our mission of bringing a variety
of opportunities to area artists and residents.”
Perhaps the largest project of the Garrett County Arts
Council is the operation of The Gallery Shop. Located on
Alder Street in downtown Oakland, The Gallery Shop is a
retail outlet for regional artists. Since the year 2000, more
than 250 artists from Garrett and the surrounding counties
have displayed and sold their work. In addition to oil, watercolor, and acrylic paintings, the shop features numerous
jewelers, potters, woodworkers, fiber artists, and more.
Each participant’s work has been juried in to ensure a quality
assortment of fine gifts and collectibles.
The Gallery Shop features a backroom gallery where one
artist’s work will be exhibited and showcased for a period of
four to six weeks. Generally this artist is honored with an
opening reception where the public can meet the artist and
learn more about their history and creative process.
Funding for GCAC is provided by Garrett County
Government as well as the Maryland State Arts Council.
The Gallery Shop is open Monday-Saturday from 10:00 am
to 5:00 pm each day. For more information visit www.
garrettarts.com or call 301-334-6580.

